DESCRIPTION–PENALTY MULTISPORT BASIC-LED250
ART.NO. 117622-00

Add-on module to BASIC LED250 for indication of penalty time and player number for 2 players/team or set score from previous set (4 set)
The delivery comprises:
2 pcs. Add-on modules for wall mounting (indoor use)
1 st Wall mounting kit according to description 2582

SPORTS: HANDBALL - FLOORBALL - ICEHOCKEY - VOLLEYBOLL - TENNIS
BADMINTON - TABLE TENNIS

Penalty

Add-on module to be used together with BASIC LED250
These boards are controlled from the remote control unit used for BASIC LED250.

Penalty: Max. two players per team can be shown simultaneously.
More penalties can however be entered simultaneously, which means that when one penalty is finished, the new one will automatically occur on the board.
3 penalties is shown in the remote control unit

Set score

Score from 4 previous set can be shown on the module

Maintenance

The electronic can easily be removed by loosen two screws in the bottom of the scoreboard.

We reserve the right to make changes at any time.
MOUNTING:

TECHNICAL DATA:

Case: Aluminium, black
Front cover: Polycarbonat, 3 mm
Digits: LED’s, SMD
Digit height: 190 mm
Colour of digits: Red
Colour of fixed text: Red
Exterior dimensions of case: (WxHxD) 2 x 900x1250x50mm
Weight: 2 x 15kgs
Reading distance: Approx. 75m
Connection voltage: 230 V 50-60 Hz
Power supply and electronics: The electronic can easily be removed by loosen two screws in the bottom of the scoreboard.
Power consumption: Max. 2 x 60 VA
Ambient temperature: ± 0°C up to +40°C

We reserve the right to make changes at any time.